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The only automated application testing
service using Windows Insider Builds
Apptimized Maintain. Move application compatibility testing from a
one-off migration exercise to a critical ongoing IT activity

Apptimized Maintain gives enterprises the earliest possible warning of when a Windows Update
is going to cause an application issue. Always be ready to deploy the latest Windows Update
Apptimized Maintain takes the hassle away from testing and
maintaining large application estates against the ever changing
backdrop of Windows Updates.
Built in partnership with Microsoft, Apptimized Maintain is the
only service that has access to the Microsoft Windows Insider
Release process.
As Microsoft release a Preview of the next Windows Update,
Apptimized Maintain will automatically test your applications
against the Update, and tell you where there are potential
issues so you can remediate well in advance of when the
Update goes into production, leading to a smooth and rapid
rollout.
How does it work? Send us your packaged apps and our
proprietary Apptimized Echo technology will ‘record’ all the
information needed to understand your application’s behavior so
that it can be automatically retested – to your requirements every time Microsoft update Windows.
Once you’ve remediated any issues, you can roll out the latest
Windows Update quickly and confidently as soon the Release is
production-ready.
Apptimized Maintain is delivered using the industry’s first and
only fully cloud-based solution. Rapid implementation and no
need to stand up any hardware or software.

Key Benefits
ü Zero risk monthly fixed cost
subscription model –
USD$25 / app / month

ü Fully cloud-based. No need
for hardware, software or
specialist resource

ü Integrated with Microsoft

Windows development team

ü Fully customizable and
configurable

ü Always be ready to deploy

the latest Windows Update

ü Rapid implementation
ü On MS Azure
ü Fully automated testing
using Apptimized Echo

ü All formats and platforms
supported
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How Does Apptimized Maintain Work?
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Step One…Send us your packaged applications estate in
whatever format is easier for you. We will load them into
Apptimized for you and automatically ‘record’ the installs. If you
require us to configure the Windows build to meet your needs,
we’ll do this now.

Step Two…We will create install instructions from your
packages for you to review to make sure that subsequent
testing meets your business requirements. If you want to add
functional testing, this is where we’ll gather that and make sure
it’s included.

Step Three…Using the Apptimized “Echo’ technology, we’ll
automatically test your estate against your individually
configured build to create the baseline. All results will be
recorded for reuse.

Step Four…Every time Microsoft issue a new Windows Update
– including ‘Patch Tuesdays’ – we’ll implement it in your
individually configured build, and automatically test all your
applications, letting you know where you have potential issues.
Because we re testing against Insider Builds, you’ll get the
earliest possible warning.

About Apptimized
We are a specialist provider of application packaging and testing services . Established in 2003 and headquartered in Potsdam, Germany, we have offices in the UK, US, Denmark, the Ukraine and Vietnam as well
as an extensive network of partners throughout the world. Customers include many of the world’s largest
businesses including the likes of PwC, UBS, Coca-Cola, AXA and Rolls Royce.
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